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Well Interference and Evidence of Fracture Flow in the

Passaic Formation near Pennington, Mercer County, New Jersey
ABSTRACT

An aquifer-stress test was conducted June 3-5, 1986, as part of the Borough of Pennington's application
to increase its ground water diversion from 7.75 to 10.85 million gallons per month. The purpose was to as-

certain whether borough production wells were causing interference with domestic supply wells located
within the borough and in the Dublin Hills subdivision of Hopewell Township, bordering punnington. The
borough's four production wells were pumped at a combined rate of 533 gallons per minute for 48 hours
and water-level measurements were recorded at 10 observation wells. All the wells tap the Passaic Forma-
tion. In Peunington the Passaic Formation is of Late Triassic age and is composed mainly of interbedded

siltstones and mudstones. Ground-water occurrence and movement is controlled by joints and fractures.

Drawdown in Penningtan Water Company (PWC) well 6 and in 4 observation wells, located as much as

640 feet away, showed linear flow-field characteristics, suggesting ground-water movement through frac-
tures. Aquifer-lest analysis, modeling a high.conductivity vertical fracture, yielded a transmissivity estimate
of l I to 97 feet2/day. The strike of the modeled fracture passes through the Dublin Hills subdivision. Al-
though interference from PWC-6 was suspected in Dublin Hills, a domestic well showed no drawdown
which could be attributed to the tesL Further analysis suggests that the stress test duration was too short to

produce measurable drawdown in this well. Other data provide stronger evidence of interference between
PWC-6 and Dublin Hills domestic wells. A statistical comparison of 1963 static-water levels in the Dublin

Hills subdivision with 1987 static-water levels in northern Mercer County suggests a local lowering of the
water table in the Dublin Hills area. During the period between April 1984 and December 1986, a domestic
well monitored in Dublin Hills showed a seasonal water-level fluctuation of about 20 feet, far more than the
3 feet typically recorded at an observation well 1 mile north of Peunington. Cessation of pumping from
PWC-6 for 2 months ending in February 1987 resulted in 15 feet of recovery in the Dublin Hills well,
clearly demonsWating interference from the borough's production well.

In the northern part of the borough, the test data unquestionably show that PWC-8 is capable of causing
interference with the few nearby domestic wells. A domestic well located 760 feet from PWC- 8 had about

13 feet of drawdown by the end of the test. Aquifer test analysis yielded a transmissivity of 600 ft2/day and
a storativity of 7.5x 10". Test results in the vicinity of PWC-7 and PWC-5 were inconclusive, but other data
from the vicinity of PWC-7 indicate local ground-water dmwdown.

INTRODUCTION

This repot1 is a review of factors contributing to ul- of Public Works for the Borough of punnington, for as-

leged well interfmenco problems in the Dublin Hills subdi- sistance in obtaining data used in this report. The study
vision of Hupewell Township and in the northern part of was funded under the Water Bond Issue of 1981.

Peunington Borough (fig. 1). The work, performed by the
New Jersey Geological Survey (NJGS) is a part of the Background

Northwest Mercer County ProjecL funded underthe New In March 1984, the Borough of Pennington peti-
Jersey Water Bond lssue of 1981. The results of this inves- tioned the New Jersey Department of Environmental
tigation were submitted to the New Jersey _ent of Protection, Bureau of Water Allocation (BWA). to
Environmental Protection and Energy, Bureau of Water renew its ground-water diversion permit and increase its
Allocation, for consideration in the renewal of a ground- maximum monthly pumpage from 7.75 to 10.85 million

waterdiversion permit for the Borough of Penningtun. gallons per month. On July 3, 1984, a public hearing
was held on the proposed diversion increase. A tran-

Acknowledgments script of the hearing is on t-de at the Bureau of Water

The author gratefully acknowledges the many Allocation (Diversion Permit File No. 5276). Many

thoughtful suggestions given by New Jersey Geological Hopewell Township residents objected to the Borough's
• Survey personnel Robert Canaco, Michael Serfes, and request. Four residents of the Dublin Hills subdivision,

I.G. Grossman, which have greatly improved this report, which borders Pennington Borough, reported that their
He also wishes to thank Michael Pinelli, Superintendent wells (wells 1, 2, 3, and 4 on fig. 1) failed during the
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Figure 1. Mapsshowing locationof studyarea, topgraphy,andwells.



TableI.Summary ofwello_stmclionandpumping-testdatafe¢wellsshown on figureI.

Well Name Water A Location ElevationB Depth Casing Static level Pumping test data Remarks D
no. me Latitude Longitude (feel) (feet) Dep/h Diameter (feet) _c Rate Watexlevd D_atio_

(des. rain. see.) (feet) (in.) (gpm) (feet) (hours)

I Sheldon Fees D 40 19 36 74 48 06 200 M 165 - - - --/--/62 "- -

2 Richard Churaney D 401929 744809 20OM 152 40 6 30 06/24/68 10 100 4 Well falind; deeponed to 312 feet

3 Walter Schond_ D 40 19 29 74 48 09 200 M 150 - - 72 -/--/79 - - Well failed; deelamed to 250 feet

4 Michael Areim D 40 19 18 74 48 Ill 200 M 135 22 6 70 ill/U1/56 7 120 3 HT-312, well failed; deepened to 215 feet in 1963.

5 Burr Phillipe D 40 20 0_ 744751 196 - - - .. - -

6 George Halasi-Ktm D 40 20 07 74 47 40 200 M .... .. - -

7 pennington 8 P 40 20 03 74 47 46 194 3UO 61 10 37 11/09/65 172 141 8 Previously Helene Fuld well.

8 penningqon 5 P 401959 744658 160 400 43 Ill 29 05/01/67 80 170 24 HT- 179, NJ'UID 21091, yidd inadequate, deepened te 400 feet
in 1967

9 William Anlheil I D 40 38 54 74 46 48 170 M 133 26 6 25 09/02/51 15 55 I HT-159, well sealed, well water tasted like Stony llmek water.

10 William Antbeil 2 D 40 38 54 74 46 48 170 M 88 50 6 30 08/01152 12 60 5 Replacement for Win. Antheil 1.

I1 Penninglon 4 U 401958 744706 170 512 38 10 40 11/02/46 33 136 12 HT- 178, yield inedequate, used for observation well.

12 J. Nea_ D 40 19 58 744723 165 -- 6 - - -

13 Thomas Binckwell U 401953 744737 171 180 -o 4 .....

14 permington 6 p 401947 744754 185 273 43 I0 83 11/12/57 201 145 264 HT-175

15 lqJGS NWM-OB I U 40 1951 744752 189 300 50 6 96 01/23/86 100

16 NJGS NWM-Oll2 U 40 19 50 74 47 48 180 300 50 6 70 01/15/86 30

17 Mercer Mutual C 40 19 46 74 47 57 200 - 6 - -

18 Permington 3 U 401945 744752 180 657 57 8 38 06/--/27 45 150 48 HT-174

19 Hemy Diunan D 40 19 21 74 48 Ill 207 167 22 6 75 01/01/57 15 124 4 HT-31 I, Deepened to 225 feet in 1963. water level below
pump.

20 Penninglon 7 P 40 19 04 74 47 37 195 300 81 10 10 12/12/63 300 134 24

21 Ecklund C 40 19 (30 74 47 46 189 A 260 63 6 120 11/01/81 15 2(]0 2 Replacement well old well ran diy in the summer.
Entelpfises

22 Henry Harbat U 40 20 18 74 48 35 186 270 50 10 --/--/79 -

23 llird Obe. well U 402644 745636 342 21 .. -- NJUID 190(]02, well taps Stockton formalon.

24 Honeyllranch 10 U 4021 13 7446 12 180 150 20 6 .. 40 HJUID210088

^ Water use: D - domestic, P - pubic supply, C - commercial, U - unused (observation well).

I; Elevation of land surface above sea level is based on precise leveling excel_ those marked A (measured by altimeter), or M (estimated from topographic map). All figures rounded to nearest foot. Map contour
intervals are 20 feet so _ these estimates are only accurate to about Ill feet (one half a contour interval),

c Dale of statlc-water level measuremeat is alsodate of well ccrapletinn.

D Remarks: The HT-numberg are HopeweH Township well numbers used by Widmer (1965). The lqJUID is a unique identifier used by the U,S. Geological Survey, Water Resources Division. All wells are in the Passaic
Formation excel_ well 23. which is in the Stoc_on Formation.



months of July, August, and September of 1983. They and carbonaceous siltstone and impure limestone. The
ascribed the failures to ovetpumping by Pennington ..lake deposits contain claystone beds which weather
Borough. The Pennington Water Company's quarterly deeply to form layers of clay having a plastic consis-
reports, on file at the Bureau of Water Allocation, show tency. The strata strike about N44°E and dip 12°W. A
that during July 1983 the Borough exceeded its permit- dominant system of joints strikes about N23°E and dips
ted diversion by pumping 8.66 million gallons, steeply southeast at nearly 90° (Hugh Houghton, for-

merly NJ. Geological Storey, written communication,
The transcript also records two domestic wells 1983).

which experienced difficulties (wells 5 and 6 in Pen-

nington Borough). This occurred during an April 1to 4, Several authors report fracture-controlled ground-
1981pumping test of public supply well PWC-8 (well 7 water flow in the Passaic Formation. Others have noted

of table 1). movement parallel to bedding through fractured layers
and along bedding planes. Herpers and Barksdale

In view of the local opposition to the proposed in- (1951, p. 31) reported evidence of preferential groand-
crease, a modified diversion permit was granted which water movement at Newark, New Jersey. They sug-
called for an aquifer-stress test to enable the Bureau of gested that northeast-southwest movement was
Water Allocation to ascertain whether the proposed in- facilitated by "a dominant set of vertical cracks" and
crease diversion would "not unduly interfere with other
existing supplies." The test specifications called for the that transmission along bedding planes was unlikely.

pumping of Pennington's four production wells (table 1) Miller (1964) described recharge effects caused by
at full capacityfor 48 hours while monitoringwater levels surface-water impoundments that overlie fracture sys-
in available wells in the Borough of Pennington and terns or faults along Honey Branch Brook, about 2.5
nearby Hopowell Township. miles northeast of Peunington. He reported that fracture

Hydrogeology systems or faults could be identified in the Passaic by
All of the production wells and observation wells their linear topographic expression. He also observed

that drill cuttings from a well penetrating a suspected
for the stress test are finished in the Passaic Formation. fault showed brecciation, slickensides, and calcite coat-
This formation consists of the lower part of the former ings on the joint surfaces. Miller's (1964) observations
Bronswiek Formation, subdivided by Olsen (1980) on well interference in Pennington will be discussed(table 2). Throughout this report the name Passaic is
used instead of Brunswick. later in this report. Widmer (1965) observed that wells

in northern Mercer County "situated on or near linear
In the vicinity of Pennington, the Passaic Formation features, such as straight reaches of streams and swales,

is Triassic in age and consists mainly of massive-bedded, had higher yields than those distant from any linear to-
red siltstone alternating with medium- to thin-bedded pographic feature. He attributed the enhanced well pro-
mudstone and sillstone. Less abundant are gray, green, duetivity to open joints or minor faults. He also noted
and black lake deposits of thin, interbedded calcareous that these linear features extend across drainage divides

and contribute in part to the trellis type of stream-drain-

Table 2. Stratigraphic nomenclature for the Newark age pattern in northern Mercer County.

Basin. In eastern Pennsylvania, Longwill and Wood

Kummel (1898) Olsen (1980) (1965) reported that wells aligned perpendicular to the
strike of the Passaic Formation generally showed less

Boonton Formation interference with each other than did wells aligned par-
o Third Watehung Mt. HookMt. Basalt allel to strike. In their explanation, wells aligned oblique
'_ Towaco Formation to strike penetrate different water-bearing strata and are

Second less likely to interfere.They pointed out that their aquifer-
testdata did not conform to the theoretical response pre-

Watehung Mt. Preakness Basalt

FeltvllleFormation dieted by a Theis (1935) curve, and that aquifer
First Watehung Mt. Orange Mt. Basalt transmissivity and storage coefficients obtained using

the Theis method may be unreliable for the Passiac For-
Passaic Formation mation. In a similar study of the Passaic Formation in

Lockatong Fm. LockatongFormation New Jersey, Veeehioli (1967) also found that standard
methods for the calculation of aquifer transmissivity

Stockton Fro. Stockton Formation gave questionable results.
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Veechioli and others (1969) performedextensive bedding.TheyconcludedthatthePas_c is a malti-layered
aquifertests of the PassaicFormationat a site about 1 aquifersystemwiththe morejointedstratacomprisingthe
mile north of Pennington. During the drilling of 13 aquifers. They also observed that webs aligned along
webs, they found that groundwateroccurs in discrete strikepenetratecommonproducingzones andsuggested
zones. Drill cuttings from the more productive zones thatgroundwateris able to move morefreely in the all-
were mankedby many smooth planarsurfaces,interpre- rectiun of strike than in other directions. They sug-
ted as evidence of well-defined joints. The highly pro- gested that well interferencebe minimized by aligning
ductive zones were traceable from well to well, and wells in directionsotherthanparallelto slxike.
their orientationcorrespondedto the strike and dip of

PENNINGTON AQUIFER-STRESS TEST

The aquifer-stress test was conducted June 3-5, model, the sink is a vertical fractureof infinitesimal
1986. Pennington'sfourproductionwells were pumped widthandint-mitehydraulicconductivity.
continuouslyfor48 hoursat acombined rateof approxi-
mately 533 gpm. The recovery was measured for 6 The aquifer characteristicsof the PassaicFormation
hours.Water levels were monitoredin 10 observation contrast sha_ly with propertiesassumed in the two
wells (6 unused wells and 4 domestic wells), and in the models. The aquiferis not conf'med,isotropic, or homo-
production wells. Water levels in the domestic wells geneous. As noted by Longwifi and Wood (1965) and
were significantlyaffected by pumping furdomesticuse Vecchiofi and others (1969), the observationwells and
duringthe test. Nevertheless, the data are adequateto pumping well may not tap the same zones within the
characterizehydrologicconditions, aquifer. Further,the fracturesand well bore are not of

infinitesimal width and not all the water comes from
Aquifer Test Analysis Methods aquifer storage, as implied by the infinitesimal dimen-

The methodsof Theis (1935) andJenkinsand Preo- sions. Because of the differences between the aquifer
ice (1982) were used to estimate aquifer parameters, andthe idealized conditionsassumed by the model, the
Aquifer transmissivity(T) and storativity(S) may be values of aquiferparameterscalculatedfrom the models
calculated by Theis' (1935) method. The method of areuncertain.
Jenkins and Prentice (1982) allows calculation of hy-
draulic diffusivity (T/S); Wansmissivitycan be calcu- Thefundamentaldifferencebetween the Theis(1935)
lated from hydraulic diffusivity using an estimate of modelandtheJenkinsandPrentico(1982) modelconcerns
storativity, the geometryof the groand-waterflow field. The Theis

model utilize8a rnrl_,lflow field (fig. 2). The flow lines
In both approaches,the aquifer is assumed to be extendradially inw_d tows_"da point sink. The lines of

confined, isoU'opic,homogeneous,of infinite lateralex- equalhydraulicheadareconcentriccircles aboutthe point
tent,and to be fully penetratedby the pumpingand ob- sink. In the Jenkinsand Prenticemodel, there is a linear
servatiou wells. In Theis' model, the sink is a well of flow field.The flow lines areparallel to one anotherand
infinitesimaldiameter;,in the Jenkinsand Prentice(1982) orthogonalto the linesinkand aquipotentiallines.

Aadld gbw M _ Rmw MMM

• J "*,,

Figure 2. Diagramshowingradialandlinearflow fields.



Since a fracture in reality has finite length, the flow diagnostic behavior of time-drawdown data whichallow
field pattern is linearonly in the region close to the frac- one to choose an appropriateanalytic model. On log-log
tare. The pattorn will change to resemble a radial flow time-di-awdown graphs, Gringarten and Witherslx_n
field with increasing distance from the fracture. Just (1972) showed that straight data traces with a slope of
how far from a fracture it is appropriate to use the 1/2 per log cycle are characteristic of linear flow of
Jenkins and Price method is dependent upon the length water from an aquifer to a high-conductivity fracture.
of the fracture, the contrast between hydraulic con- Subsequently, straight traces with a slope of 1/4per log
daetivitics of the fracture and the aquifer, and the length cycle were shown to be diagnostic of flow to a low-con-
of time since pumping of the fracture began. Gringartco ductivity fracture (Cinco-Ley and others, 1978). The
and Witherspoon (1972) note that radial-flOW-field presence of straight d_!a traces was a key factor in se-
methods, like that of Theis, are appropriate for observa- leering the Jenkins and Prentice (1982) model for two of

tion wells located at some distance from the fracture or the aquifer test analyses presented in this report. Other
when the time since pumping began is large, data traces were analyzed using the Theis approach or

were unsuited for quantitative analysis.There are fundamental differences between radial

and linear flow fields. The differences result in distinct,

TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Well 8 (Pennington Water Company Well 5)
Well 8, located close to Stony Brook at a point 102 ........ ' ........ ' ........ ' ........ ' ........

where the brook makesa conspicuousright-angle . _ °_m=Xmw_,s o_i_
change in its course (fig. 1), was pumped at constant -._ oo
rate of about 66 gpm. Figure 3 shows a log-log time- _ 10 _ o
drawdown plot of water levels for well 8. The t-u'st10 .__.
minutes show a linear drawdown typical of borehole c
storage (Ramey, 1970). After about 20 minutes the • 10°
drawdown stabilized at about 95-100 feet until the _ _t_i/_----
pumpwas turned off, indicatinga constant-headbound- o
ary. The nearestpo_ible recharge boundaryis Stony _ 10-'
Brook, which is less than50 feet from the well. Induced
leakage from Stony Brook to a domestic well was de- o

........ i ........ i .'1_., ..i ........ t ......

scribed by Widmer (1965, p. 32) at a site about 1,000 10 -_ 10° 101 102 103 0*
feet fromwell g. Water qualityin the domesticwell was
"equal to that of Stony Brook in every way: smell, Test time in minutes.
color, turbidity,temperature, and algae." The well (table
1, well 9) was abandoned and a replacement well (well Figure 3. Log'log plot of drawdown in wells 8 and 11.
10) was drilled.

The well 11 late-time data exhibit small fluetua-
The closest observation well, well 11 (Pennington tions in dsawdown (about 0.2 ft.). Similar fluctuations

Water Company well 4), is about 750 feet west of well were noted in well 13 (fig. 4). These fluctuations may
8. The 0.49 feet of drawdownat well 11 (fig. 3) appears indicate interferencefromunidentifiedpumping.
to be caused predominaritlyby pumping from well 8.
Using Theis"model and the method of superpositionto The second-closest observation well is well 12,
account for the constant-headboundary posed by Stony 1300 feet westof well 8. Well 12 was often pumped for
Brook, a drawdown curve was fitted to the data mea- domestic supply during the tesL Water levels did not

show a trend which could be attributed to the pumpingsured for well 11. This procedm'e gave a transmissivity
of about 610 fiZ/dayand a storativity of 5.3x10"4. The of Pennington's production wells.

transmissivity falls within the range reported by The small amount of drawdown observed in well
Longwill and Wood (1965) and Veechioli (1967); the 11 and the constant-head boundary suggest that well
stomtivity, however, is slightly larger than the reported 1l's potential for causing significant well interference is

values. The larger storativity may be indicative of semi- minimal. Because Stony Brook appears to be augment-
confined conditions, as leakage from Stony Brook is ing ground-water storage, this may be true only when
clearly evident in the well 8 data. the stream is flowing. Streamflow records for Stony
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to ........, ........, ......... .................14.demonstratingadirectconnectioninthesubsurface

I0°_ "..Abe_ betweenthetwo wells.

._c
c The percussion-hummercuttings from well 15 were
o_ 10-' mostly oblate chips about 0.25 inch across. The fh'st

"o_ oo _m' zone producing significant quantifies of water coincided
,.° with the arrival of calcite fracture fillings and irregularly
a 1 0 -2 . . .7...., .-,x_......,........, ....... _ ......

10-1 10 ° 10 _ 10z 10_ 10' shapedfragments as much as 2 inches long. This first
producing zone was encountered at about 165 feet

Test time in minutes, below land surface. Two other increases in yield also

Figure 4. Log-log plot of drawdown in weg 13. corresponded with the arrival of coarse fragments at the
surface. After construction, a small volume of water is-

Brook at Princeton typically show periods of low flow sued from a seep at about 50 feet below land surface
in late summer. Flow may cease altogether during and fell in a continuous cascade to the static level, 46
droughts (United States Geological Survey, 1967). feet below.

Well 14 (Pennington Water Company Well 6)
........ i ........ i ........ j ........ i .......

The stress test results in the vicinity of PWC-6, are _ 1 0 =
best reviewed with an understanding of the history of

well problems in this area. In November 1957, during ._c J
C

the testing of recently completed well 14, five domestic _: 1 0 _ o o ocm_ o ecru_c_
wells on Titusville Road and northern Dublin Road o

ceased to produce water (Miller, 1964). According to _=

the well record,the test began November 12 and ended c_ 10° ........ , ........ , ........ , ........ , ......
onNovember 23 or 24. The pumpingrate was 201 gal- 10-' 10 ° 101 10= 103 10"
Ions per minute (gpm). Miller attributed the well fail-
uresin the Dublin Hills area to the testpumpingof well Test time in minutes.

14. He suggestedthat the well penetratesa minor fault Figure 5. Log-log plot of drawdown in well 14.
or an openjoint system,and proposedthat the location
of the structure is indicated by the alignments of Lewis In the aquifer-stress test, well 14 was pumped at a

Brook and the North Branch of Woolsey Brook (fig.l). constant rate of 160 gpm. Drawdown did not stabilize;
The trace of the structure follows a swale passing di- rather, it progressively increased with time (fig. 5).
reedy through the affected area of Titosville Road and Similar time-drawdown data were noted for the obser-
northern Dublin Road. vation wells close to well 14.

During the drilling of well 14, Meredith Johnson, As a test for using a linear flow field model for
former State Geologist, repotted that its static-water analysis of the test data, the data were plotted in the
level fell suddenly from 38 feet to 86 feet below land manner recommended by Jenkins and Prentice (1982).
surface. The sudden drop occurred when the drill en- The time-drawdown data from wells 14, 15.16, 17, and

countered a zone of dark red shale containing many 18 (fig. 6) form fairly straight maces. Accordingly a lin-
"small cavities where mineral had been leached out" ear flow field model was selected. Wells 16 and 17 were

(permanent notes, Oct. 30, 1957. on file at the NJGS). selected for analysis. Well 15 was not used because, as
previously discussed, it was found to be in free hydran-

More recently, evidence of unusual hydraulic con- iic connection with fractures intercepted by well 14. The

ditions was seeo during the drilling of well 15 (an obser- data for well 18 indicate linear fiow but may be invalid.
ration well drilled for the 1986 stress test by the NJGS). Technical difficulty with the electronic water level indi-
This well was drilled with a rotary percussion hammer cater at the start of the test affected measurements of

using compressed air to carry the chill cuttings to the water level and the computation of correct drawdown
surface. While drilling was in progress, Michael Pinelli throughout the test. Also, for both wells 15 and 18, the

(the Peonington Water Company superintendent) and intersections of the time axis by straight-line trends
the author noted the distinct sound of air rushing up the yield negative time-axis intercept values, which are in-
casing of well 14. Air used to circulate the drill cuttings appropriate for the analysis.
was evidently passing through more than 360 feet of the

Passaic Formation and escaping up the casing of well The Jenkins and Price (1982) method provides for
estimating the orientation of the vertical fracture with



50 | . . . . comesapparentwhenthedistancefrom anobservation

_\_o_/ . well to the line sink is compared to the radialdistance

40 ] from the observation well to the point sink. For exam-..z pie, in figure7, the distance fromwell 16 to the fracture
03

c 30 to well 14 (rt6) is 510 feet. With the Jenkins and Pren-
"- oo°° tice model,a much lowervalue of transmissivitycan ac-
._ oO _X.,'&oa

20_ °°° o _ _ _ _ countfor the drawdownobserved in well 16.
_4p f ._ t The length of the fault or open-jointsystem is notr_ known. The topographicfeaturesnotedby Miller (1964)

system may extend more than5,000 feet. The minimum0 length necessary to produce the linear flow response
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 predicted by the Jenkinsand Prentice (1982) model is

the distance between wells 16 and 17. about 1,200 feet.
Square root of test time in minutes. Extrapolationbeyond this distance is speculative.

Figure6. Specialized drawdown plot of wells 14, 15, 16, The stress test results do not unequivocally
17, and 18 based on the method of Jenkins and Prentice demonstrate well interference in the Dublin Hills area.
(1962). In part, this may be due to observational difficulties.

The sole observation well in the Dublin Hills area (well
respect to the observation wells. The analysis based on 19) was pumped for domestic supply and may have
wells 16 and 17 is depicted in figure 7. It is assumed been further affected by pumping of any of the many
that the aquifer response during the stress test indicates domestic wells in the neighborhood. Also, seepage
minor faulting or an open-joint system with an ex- along the wellbore gave some false m-scope readings.
tremely high hydraulic conductivity. The strike of the Due to these problems, the scatter in data masks any ef-
fault or fracture system deduced from this analysis, fectsattributable to interference from well 14.
about N55°E, is very close to the linear topographic
trend of Miller (1964), reasonably close to the N44°E In fact, the Jenkins and Price analysis indicates that
strike of bedding, but distant from the principal joint even if observational conditions had been ideal, draw-
strike(N23°E). The analysissupportsMiller's theory of down would not have been felt at this distance in a 48-
a fanlt or open-joint system con_buting to the well fail- hoar pumping test. The perpendicular distance (xt9)
ures along Titu.wille Road and northernDublin Road from well 19 to the fracture is more than 1,000 feet.

•. during the 1957test ofwell 14. The time-axis intercept(to), indicating when drawdown
• would fast reach well 19 can be estimated by rearrang-

While the Jenkins and Prentice (1982) method co- ing the variables of the diffnsivity equation of Jenkins
ables one to calculate hydraulic diffusivity, a storativity and Prentice (1982, eq. 11). Using 1000 feet for an xI9
value is needed to calculate transmissivity. Values of estimate and the hydraulic diffusivity from the analysis
storativity ranging from 3.3x10-5to 2.9x10"4have been in figure 7,
reported for the Passaic Formation in Pennsylvania
(Longwill andWood, 1965). Multiplicationof these ex-

x (x1_)2 x (1,000ft.)2

trome storativities with the hydraulic diffusivity from t..o 4_T = (3 _) =56.2hr.
the Jenkins and Prentice analysis results in a transmis- s 4 .35x lOs day

sivity between 11 and 97 ft2/dey.This transmissivityes- 24hr.
timate is at the lower range of reported values for the

Passaic Formation.Longwill and Wood (1965) rel_orted The direct hydraulic connection between wells 14

a range of transmissivity from 13 to 24,000 ft'/day; and 15, along a N17°E bearing, is notexplained by the

ft2/daY-Veechi°li (1967) reporteda range from 53 to 12,000 modeled fractore,butis fairlyclose to the principaljoint
strike(N23°E). This suggests thatjoints may be respon-

The low estimate for transmissivity is a result, in sible for thedirecthydraulicconnection.

part, of the difference in the length of flow path as- Although the fracture orientation from the Jenkins
sumed by the Jenkinsand Prentice model as compared and Prentice analysis provides a plausible explanation
to thatassumed by the Tbeis model. This difference he- for well interference in the Dublin Hills area, it is also

8



Figure7. Analysisof verticalfractureorientationat well 14basedon themethodof JenkinsandPrentice(1982).



possible to explain the interferenceusing the producing drought in the early to mid 1960's, and water level be-
zone concept of Veechioli andothers (1969). They sug- haviorin wells 7 and 19between 1984 and 1987 clearly
gest that the producingzones are jointed stratawhich show a relationship.Figure 10 is a scattergramof well
comprise tabularaquifers with the same strikeand dip depthversus depthto water level at the time of drilling
as bedding, and in 1963. The data are divided into two groups,one

consisting of wells which were drilled deeperbecause
To determine what bedrock stratain the Dublin of failure, the other of wells which have not been deep-

Hills area are tapped by well 14, the strata intersected ened. The data were partitionedso that any effectof well
by the ancased interval of well 14 were projected along deepeningon static-waterlevel mightbe discerned.
the N44°E slrike and 12°N'Wdip to the Dublin Hills
area (fig. 8). Several wells are shown to illustrate the For both groups, water levels declined between the
potential for interference. Many other domestic wells time the wells were drilled and 1963. All the wells
intersect these same strata and could be affected. Fur- which had not been deepened were drilled before 1957.
ther, ground-water flow from strata adjacent to those The average static-water level of these wells was 58 feet
penetrated by well 14 could potentially widen the area at the time of drilling and 114 feet in 1963 (table 3).
impacted by well 14. Supporting evidence for a wider Wells which had been deepened show similar declines
impact area comes from well 4, one of 19 wells in the in water levels, from an average of 76 feet at the time of
Dublin Hills area (fig. 9) reported to have been deep- drilling to 122 feet in 1963. There was an average de-
ened in the 1960's (Miller, 1964). In the cross section cline of 56 feet for wells which were not deepened and
(fig. 8), well 4 is shown to its depth prior to deepening. 46 feet for wells which were.
Only the upper portion of well 4 intersects the same
strata as well 14. Although it was deepened to 215 feet While some of the decline could result from the
in 1963 (well below the strata intersected by well 14, drought, wells outside the Dublin Hills area in general
but still above the elevation of the bottom of well 14), show much smaller seasonal and secular fluctuations.
the owner reported that it failed in September 1983 An example, the Bird observation well (well 23 on table
(BWA, Diversion Permit File No. 5276). 2), is located in Sergeantsville, about 10miles northwest

of Pennington. The Bird well has been monitored since
While the 1986 stress test did not unequivocally 1965 by the U.S. Geological Survey. It has shown a

demonstrate interference between well 14 and domestic maximum of about 11 feet between its highest and low-
wells in the Dublin Hills area, data from a prolracted est levels between 1965 and 1986 (Bauersfeld and oth-

B

4*t_* Wdm_ld*QlMc.dJ_smmlm_. W_14ltlulkttel_*|.

Figure 8. Diagrammatic cross section and outcrop of strata penetrated by well 14 and domestic wells
in DublinHills.
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Figure 9. Locations of Dublin Road and Titusville Road Figure 10. Scatter plot of well depth versus static-water
webs referred to by Miller (1964, fig. 1). Numbers are level in the Dubfin Hills area.
street addresses shown in table 3.

Table 3. Water levels in Dublin Hills from Miller (fig. 1, 1964). All depths ere feet below land surface.

Wells which had not been deepened as of 1963 Wells deepened in summer and fall of 1963

Address Year Depth Static-water level Address Year Depth (feet) Static water level
drilled (feet) drilled

Timeof 1963 Original Final Altimeof After
drilling original deepen-

drilling ing

1 DublinRd. 1954 163 . 48 90 5 DublinRd. 1963 145 215 90 130

26 DublinRd. 1954 139 73 100 6 DublinRd. 1959 135 250 85 125

32 DublinRd. 1954 160 61 130 9 DublinRd. 1963 135 240 85 130

252 TitusvilleRd. 1956 153 55 128 11 DublinRd. 1961 140 200 65 113

254 TitusvilieRd. 1951 158 55 124 15 DubllnRd. 1957 170 250 80 170

Average: 155 58 114 16 Dublin Rd. 1962 134 200 54 116

Minimum: 139 48 90 19 Dublin Rd. 1957 167 225 75 113

Maximum: 163 73 130 22 Dublin Rd. 1954 155 205 80 120

25 Dublin Rd. 1956 145 246 75 115

27 Dublin Rd. 1954 135 215 70 107

29 Dublin Rd. 1957 135 215 80 100

Average: 145 224 76 122

Minimum: 134 200 54 100

Maximum: 170 250 90 170

I!



0 . . , .... , .... , All but 2 of the Dublin Hills levels plot below the

-_ t_o_ ' prediction band, suggesting an unusual lowering of the> 0 4 o_ ",. water table. Some of this may be a natural response of

o ._ __o ground water to drought conditions, some the result of

o 50,.,- overpumping of well 14.
ID g"

0 _ Some component of the Dublin Hills water-level

_-_ decline was undoubtedly caused by drought. For a more1 00 reasonable comparison with the 1987 northern Mercer

._.+_,__O _tx A^_ County data, the 1965 drought-related water-level drop

_,._o I:_ -_aNN_ was assumed to be equal to the ll-foot maximum dif-(n O ference between 1965-1986 high and low water levels
.._ -_ 1 50 of the Bird observation well, discussed above. The Iow-
c-..O
0.) A e,st level in the Bird well was recorded in 1965, a

__'_,, drought year similar in intensity to 1963. In 1965, 32.73
0'_-0 200 inches of precipitation was recorded at Trenton (Na-

tional Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 1965)...Q t--
"-- 0 NorUmm Mercer County wells To compensate for the difference between a drought

(.f) A Deepened year and a wet year, the 1963 water-level data were

250 .D. Not.a_ep.ened.. , .... raiscdby 11 feet. Still, ouly 4 out of the 16 Dublin Hills

0 50 1 00 1 50 data points plotted within the 9B-percent prediction
band. It appears, thus, that the water-level declines were

Originol stotic-woter level causcdbystressotherthundrought.
in feet below Iond surfoce The relationship between pumping of well 14 and

Figure IL Scatter plot of static-water levels in the Dub- water levels in the Dublin Hills area is more directly
lib Hills area versus static-water levels in northern Met- demonstrated by comparison of well 14 pumping re-

cerCounty, cords with hydrographs for webs 18 and 19 (fig. 12).
The hydrographs are based on water levels measured at

ers, 198"/). In contrast, the declines in water levels in intervals of about 1 to 3 months. Both hydrographs
figure 10 average 48 feet and range up to 90 feet. clearly demonstrate seasonal fluctuations of 15 feet or

more in 1985, 1986, and 1987: The largest fluctuations
In order to test whether the 1963 water levels are are in well 18, closest to well 14. These seasonal water-

unusual or to be expected following drilling and rest- level fluctuations are unusually large. For comparison,
dential development on the Passaic Formation in north- the Honey Branch U.S. Geological Survey observation
vm Mercer County, static water levels at the time of well (well 24 on table 2. 2.5 miles northeast of Pen-

drilling and in 1963 were compared with similar data nington) is in a less developed area and not near any " "
for 30 northern Mercer County wells for which data major ground-water diversions. It can be taken to repre-
were collected in October 1987. The 1987 data were

collected by the NJ. Geological Survey for the North- 140 ........... , ........... , ........... ,............
west Mercer County ProjecL This was a fairly wet year. _
54.1 inches of precipitation were recorded at Trenton 1
CLI.S.Geological Survey, 1987), but the data were col- _ 120tleetezl in October, near tile linre of year when ground- =

water levels axe IowesL In contrast, 30.41 inches were -- O J Well 19
recorded in 1963 (National Oceanic and Atmospheric _>vv 100 "t
Administration, 1963). A linear regression was per- --_ • tfonmed to mathematically describe the relationship be- /
tween static-water levels when the wells were drilled _._ 80_Well 1
and in October 1987. The band shown in figure 11 is the
90-percent prediction interval. Graphically, 9 out of 10

webs should plot within the band. This corresponds to a 60/., i'9"84'''"" _'9'85""''' 1"9"8'6' ' ' ' "i987"
t-statistic alpha level equal to 0.1, which is commonly

used in statistical analysis of geologic data (Kock and Figure 12. Hydrographs of wells 18 and 19.
Link, 1980).
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sentnear-naturalconditions.The Honey Branchobser- theslopeisaboutI/2perlogcycle.Accordingly,well

vationwellshowsseasonalfluctuationsofonlyabout3 20 isinterpretedtobe conneete,d toa high-conductivity

feet(Banorsfeldandothers,1984). fracture.Figure14 isa dme-drawdown plotdrawnas
recommandedby JenkinsandPrentice(1982).The rein-

The patternoflargeseasonalfluctuationschanged tivelystraightdata-lraceexemplifiesalinear-flowfield.

dramaticallyinresponsetopumpingchangesinwell14. Furtheranalysisby themethodofJenkinsand Prentice

BeginninginSeptember,1986,well14waspumped ata isimpossiblebecauseno nearbywellsweremonitored
lowerratebecausewell7 had gone intoproduction, forthestress[est.Whiletherearefew wellsnearwell

The averagepumpage ofwell14fromOctober1984to 20 fromwhich tojudgethepotentialforinterfcrenee,

August 1986 was 2.57 milliongallonsper month well21,locatedroughly800 feettothesouthwestof

(MGM). The averagepumpagc fi'omAugust1986to well20,providessome basisfordiscussion.Well 21,

December 1987was 1.06MGM, lessthanhalfthepre- whichnow supplieswatertoa day-carecenter,isfu-
riousrate.The wellwas shutdown frommid-Deeember

cated on the same swale as well 20 (fig. 1). Water use
1986 to early February 1987. This period of decreased by the business is minimal, mainly for lavatory facili-
or halted pumping correspond to pronounced recovery ties. Well 21 was drilled by a previous business at this

of water levels, with seasonal high water levels about 15 site to replace a well which failed occasionally, usually
feet higher than those of 1985 or 1986, followed by a during the summer. The earlier business also used a
vague pattern of water-level fluctuation, minimM amount of water. A record for the earlier well

Well 20 (Pennington Water Company Well 7) is unavailable. In October 1987, the static-water level
Well 20 is located in a swale similar to that near measurement for well 21 was 99 ft. below land surface,

well 14 (fig. 1). Although there is no geologic evidence the deepost level of any domestic or commercial well
suggesting that this swale indicates a fault, its orienta- measured in northern Mercer County. For comparison,
tion is similar to the swale at well 14, and the sties,s-test the average depth to water for 30 wells tapping the
data show similar drawdown characteristics. Well 20 Passaic Formation was about 41 ft. The deep static

was pumped at a constant rate of 182 gpm. On a log-log water level of well 21 is most easily explained as the re-
time-drawdown plot (fig. 13), the slope of the data trace salt of drawdown from well 20.

progressively increases with time. After 800 minutes, The hydraulic gradient between wells 20 and 21

"6 provides another indication of interference. The static-
_ ........ , ........ , ........ , ........ , ....... water level measured by the NJGS in October 1987 was

.__ _ __#0 about 74 feet above sea level.for well 20 and about 94

c 1 01 I cam occo_m_o o: feet for well 21. This indicates a hydraulic gradient to-

o o co ward well 20, uphill and towards a drainage divide.o

"1o Well 7 (Pennington Water Company Well 8)o_ 10o/ ......., ........ , ........ , .............
1 0 -1 1 0 ° 1 01 10 = 105 10" The well 7 time-drawdown data (fig. 15) appears .

more complex than those of the other production wells.

Test time in minutes. The plot between 2 and 300 minutes is fairly straight.
At about 700 minutes the rate of drawdown begins to in-

Figure 13. Log-log plot ofdrawdown in well 20. crease, and at about 1,300 minutes it increases rapidly.

30
) . _ ........ i ........ i ........ i ........ i ........

® . mo _ 102" _l_
.-.E20- _ °°_c°_ .- oWelo_)
t: ooo t:: o 00CX_

oooo0 _ 101 _[ j;_m_. _o_ o o
"_ 10 o_o "o
]= o ]=
o • oL.

o o 10° ......, ....... ,........... i ........ i ......

" 0 • 10 -1 10° 101 10= 10_ O*o 1'0 2'o. 3'o 4'o s'0 60
Squore root of test time in minutes. Test time in minutes.

Figure 14. Drawdown plot of well 20 based on the Figure 15. Log-log plot of drawdown in wells 5 andT.
method of Jenkins and Prentice (1982).
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At about 1,800 minutes the rateof drawdowndecreases the curve from well 7 were the result of well interfcr-

to about the rate observedup to 700 minutes test time. . ence or an impermeable boundary, similar steepening
A second rapidincrease in drawdownoccurs at about wouldbe expectedin well 5.
2,850 minutes and persistsuntil the shutdown at 2,880
minutes. The observer's notes show that both instances The data from well 5 approximates a Theis (1935)

of rapid increase of drawdown coincided with adjust- curve fairly well. Drawdown from pumping by the
ment of the pump rate to maintain an average discharge owner can be seen at about 200 minutes (fig. 15). Re-
of 125 gallons perminute, covery from this is rapid and easy to distinguish from

drawdown caused by well 7. Based on Tbeis ap-
The variationsin flow areexplainedby how ground proximations,the transmissivityis about600 fla/dayand

water flows from the aquiferto the well. Underpump- stomtivity is 7.5x10"5,both within the range of values
ing conditions, groundwater flows from discrete frac- reportedby Longwill and Wood (1965) and Vecchioli
tures, each contributingto the overall discharge. The (1967). The maximumdrawdownin well 5 atuibutable
fracturesare unevenly distributedalong the well bore to pumpingwell 7 for48 hourswas about 13feet.
and vary in productivity.The flow from an individual
fractureinitially increasesas drawdownin the well bore Effects of pumpingof well 7 on nearbywells have
incre.asesthe-head differential between the fractureand been notedpreviously.GeorgeHalasi-kun,reported that

in April 1981 his well (table 1, no. 6) pumped waterthe well. As pumping continues, storage depletion re-
suitsin lowerfracturepressureheads and,consequendy, containing red silt as a result of testing of well 7. He
lower fracture productivity. The decrease in fracture also reported that neighboring well 5 experienced un-
productivity results in an increase in drawdownand a specified "wellproblems"(BWA Diversion Permit File
decrease in discharge. When the operatorthrottlesup to No. 5276). In the 1981 test, well 7 was pumped at a
maintain the pumping rate, the water level in the well rate of 420 gpm. Within 10 minutes the pump began
dropsuntil ground-waterflow from deeper fractureshas "pulling ah" as water levels declined 262 feet to the
increasedto matchthepumpingrate. pump intake. Thereafter, the well was pumped at a

lower rateof about 150 gpm, and drawdownstabilized
This' interpretationof the fluctuation in drawdown at about 157 feet (BWA Diversion Permit File No.

as the result of pumping adjustmentsin well 7 is sub- 5276). It is likely that heavy pumpingduringthe initial
stantiatedby the response of well 5, about 760 feet west period of this test mobilized fine sediment in the aqui-
of well 7. Well 5 is a domesticwell and was usedduring fer.
the test. Although the time-drawdowndata for the well
areen'aficowing to domestic use, a consistentresponse Observationwell 22 is more than 3,000 feet west-
to the pumpingof well 7 canbe observed. Of particular northwestof well 7. Small fluctuationsin its waterlevel
importance, well 5 does not show steepening of the (about0.2 feet) were observed, but no consistent trend
drawdowncurveat 1,300 minutes. If the steepening of attributableto the test of well 7 was apparent.

SUMMARY, RECOMMENDATION

Analysis of 1986 aquifer stress-test data from ob- The evidence thatwell 14 causes well interference
servationwells nearwell 14 (PWC-6)supportsMiller's in DublinHills had a directbearingon the borough's re-
(1964) interpretationthat this well penetratesa fracture quest for an increase in diversion. To evaluate undesir-
system and that the fracturesystem extends through able impacts, the PenningtonWater Company'smonthly
DubfinHills. Static-water-leveldata from 1963 suggest withdrawalsfrom 1959 to 1987.were tabulatedand ana-
a local lowering of the water table in the Dublin Hills lyzed for each productionweft. The recordsshow that
area. A hydrograph of well 19 showed distinct re- the borough's total monthly pumpage has approxi-
sponses to changes in the pumping rate of well 14. mately doubledfrom 1959 to 1987; however, the long-
These include pronounced recovery of water level in term average monthly pumpage of well 14 remained
well 19 with cessation of pumpingof well 14 (mid-De- fairly constant. The one factor coinciding with well
cember 1986 to early February 1987), anda disappear- failuresin the Dublin Hills areais short-termperiods of
ance of sU'ongseasonal fluctuation in 1987 after the high pumpage: 2.79 million gallons were pumped
pumping rateof well 14 was reduced from an average monthly from June through August 1963, when falling
of 2.56 MGM (milfion gallons per month) to 1.06 water levels forced deepeningof numerouswells; 4.16
MGM. million gallons were pumped from well 14 duringJuly

1983,the same monththat the Dublin Hills wells failed.
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A recommendationwas made to the Bureau of during the 48-hour slycss test. After the Jenkins and
Water Allocation to avoid excessive pumpageat well Prentice analysis was performed, a calculation sug-
14. The renewed diversionpermit of 1988 allowed the gastedthai the sffass test was too short fordrawdownto
borough to increase its withdrawal to a maximum of occur in well 19. This finding is ambiguousand incon-
10.85 MGMandestablisheda maximam withdrawalfor elusive because we don't know when or how much

• well 14 of 2.25 MGM, a quantityconsistent with that drawdown occurredat well 19 due to the stress test.
well's averagemonthlypumpagefrom 1975 to 1987. It Further.it does notpermitus to verify if theJenkinsand
was furtherspecified that the maximum volume be di- Prentice model is useful for predicting drawdown and

• verted in equaldaily incrementsof about72,000 gallons aquifer behavior in the Dublin Hills area. The latter
per day. The pumpingrate was also set at 160 gpm, the point is importantbecause it would be a much finer tool
same rate used duringthe stress test in 1986. The diver- for regulating withdrawalsat well 14 and insuring that
sion increase and high seasonal demands were appor- undesirable impacts are avoided. The clear value of
tionedamong theremaining productionwells, long-term water-level records is demonstrated by the

hydrograph for well 19. This hydrographdemonstrates
In northern Pennington Borough, interference from that periodic water-level measurements coupled with a

well 7 was evident in the 1986 stress test. The only re- shutdownor reduced withdrawal rate are useful for un-
quirementmade in the permit is that the diversion rote

derstanding well interference problems, particularly
be 125 gpm. Although there was a clear potentialfor in- where the hydrogeologyis complex.terference near well 7, no well failures had been re-

portedasof 1993. The application of the Jenkins and Prentice (1982)
model raises some unanswered questions. The aquifer-

No interference was conclusively demonsWatedbe- test data do not unequivocally confirm the existence of atween wells 8 and 20 and domestic wells. While there
are strong indications of interference between wells 20 vertically oriented fault or fracturesystem near well 14.

Although the Jenkins and Prentice analysis appears to
and 21, no special conditionswere placed on well 20. confirm Miller's (1964) theory, the overall evidence is

The hydrogeologyof the Passaic Formation is com- not compelling. While in fact flow characteristics of
plex. It is often difficult to extract reliable estimates of well 14 correspondto the theoretical response of a well
aquifer parametersor to dependably forecastaquifer be- pumping from a fracture, it still remains to be shown
havior. For example in _e Dublin Hills area, well 19 precisely what geologic structuresare responsible for
showed no discernible response to pumping of well 14 thedata.
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